
Who Should Take the Exam?
You should take the exam if you are interested in being 
certified as a compressed air system specialist. The  
exam is available to any compressed air professional, 
regardless of education, background, or work experience. 

How Can I Register?
Register for the exam
Locate a test center, and schedule an exam. 
Attending the CABP Expo in Atlanta?  
Take the exam while attending the tradeshow.

Exam times:
Tues., Oct. 4, at 3:00 p.m.
Wed., Oct. 5, at 3:00 p.m.
Thurs., Oct. 6, at 8:30 a.m. and 10:30 a.m.

To register for the exam at CABP Expo, follow these 
steps: Access the CAGI website, tap “Register for Exam,” 
tap “CCASS Logo,” and tap “Exam Catalog” to access 
registration for the CABP Expo exams.

How do I prepare for the exam?
CCASS is designed to assess understanding of com-
pressed air systems and related concepts. The exam’s 
focus is on applied knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSA); 

therefore, the study of references alone is not likely to 
ensure success on the exam. CAGI does not publish a 
study guide, but a list of resources on CAGI’s website will 
guide your study.

How long is the exam?
The CCASS exam is 80 multiple choice questions, and 
you have 1.5 hours to complete the exam.

How long will I have to wait to get my results?
The exams are computer-based; therefore, results will be 
immediate. If you pass the exam, you will receive a certifi-
cate with a unique certification number as well as a certifica-
tion seal to be used on business cards and correspondence.

May I retake the exam if I don’t pass it?
You must wait at least three months before reapplying to 
take an exam. You will be required to pay the application 
fee for each additional exam.

How long does my certification last?
The CCASS certification is active for three years. Once 
certified, you must recertify every three years to maintain 
your certification. Information on recertification is on 
CAGI’s website. 

Questions/Additional Information
Contact the CAGI office at 216/241-7333 or at cagi@cagi.org. 

Additional information on the program can be obtained by visiting, www.cagi.org. 
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Get Certified! CAGI’s certification program for compressed air system specialists 
provides a means of verifying the capabilities of professionals in the compressed 
air systems industry. As a CCASS, you will be able to differentiate yourself from 
others in the industry and demonstrate that you are qualified to design, service, 
sell, and install compressed air systems and compressed air systems equipment. 
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R	Get Test Results Immediately Exam Fee: 
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